I LIKE BANANAS (UKE)
Chris Yacich
adapted for Ukulele by LHH

C (CHORUS) G7 C

Standing by the fruit store on the corner

G C A

G7 C

Once I heard a customer complain.

G C A

D7 G

You just don't seem to show the fruit we all love so

G C A

D7 G G7

That's why business hasn't been the same.

G C A

C (VERSE) D7

I don't like your peaches they are full of stones

G C A

G7 C

I like bananas because they have no bones.
C          D7
Since we have de-pres-sion, I can’t make no loans.
G7          C
I eat Bananas, because they have no bones.

C          D7
Boss won’t give me sal-ary, payment he postponed
G7          C
I eat bananas because they have no bones,

C          D7
When I try to bor-row, hearts are hard as stones
G7          C
I eat bananas because they have no bones

C          D7
I don’t like to whist-le, can’t blow saxophones,
G7          C
I like bananas because they have no bones

C          D7
When I play the trump-et, everybody groans,
G7          C
Give me bananas because they have no bones.

C          D7
When I play pia-no, everyone throws stones,
G7          C
I like bananas because they have no bones

C          D7
My wife makes bisc-uits, they are hard as stones,
G7          C
I like bananas as they have no bones.

C          D7
The doctor came and told her, in his busy tones,
G7          C
Feed him bananas because they have no bones.